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Microsoft isn't just worried about ceding 30% of the netbook market to Linux. ... But within a year of the Windows 7 launch,
Linux market share will drop. ... There's no way they can kill something that's community-supported and free in every ....
Netbooks filled the role of a cheap computer for people without a lot of ... If MS does kill starter editions, raise the price of
Windows, and enter .... That means it will no longer provide updates or security patches for ... Good news, for starters: You
don't have to throw your computer or laptop out of the window(s). ... Microsoft is killing off support for Windows 7, which is
used on a third ... Market indices are shown in real time, except for the DJIA, which is .... Microsoft Defines Netbook and
Windows 7 Starter Edition Restrictions ... what type of computers Windows 7 Starter Edition will be for: netbooks with “a ...
You killed your competition in a new market segment by offering Zombie .... One way to get a good barometer of the state of
the Netbook market is to look at how ... But in the end, it's what consumers buy that will determine what kind of future ... Have
Netbooks fallen off your radar as a computer user?

Jump to References - Netbook is a generic name given to a category of small, lightweight, legacy-free, ... "The NetBook Is
Dead, The iPad Killed It, Don't Buy One". Forbes. ... "All Windows 7 Versions—What You Need to Know". ExtremeTech. ...
"Google's Chrome OS Will Soon Look More Like Windows Than A Browser".. On that day, the company will stop supporting
Windows 7 on laptops ... At that time, Windows 10 captured 39% of market share, compared to .... For those still using
Windows 7, the deadline to upgrade from it has passed; it's now an unsupported operating system. So unless you want to leave
your laptop .... There are four candidates: the rest of the PC market (including the ... killed the netbook doesn't make sense,
since ultrabooks have barely ... PC manufacturers needed better margins (because of the Windows 7 ... And we know what the
figure will be for netbooks - zero (apart from inventories being cleared).. The only way Win will "kill" Linux is if they have an
OS that has no DRM and is zero ... If Win7 can't run as well as XP on netbooks, and the netbook market grows, .... A feature-
light edition of Windows 7 raises suspicions.. Do you think that Windows 7 will be the operating system that saves the netbook
market or kills it? Will you be upgrading your portable systems .... But the real cause of the layoffs can be summed up in a
single word: netbooks. ... accelerating while the rest of the PC market stays in the doldrums. ... First, it built Windows 7 to run
on netbooks, something that Vista doesn't do .... Windows 7, due for release later this year, was modified to support netbook ...
Netbook sales account for 20% of the laptop market and the figure is rising. ... Although OEMs can choose not to install
Windows, Microsoft .... Microsoft's been trying to retire Windows XP for years, but Windows 7 will finally ... Microsoft has
had to keep XP alive for the large and growing netbook market.. Why Windows 7 will never kill off Linux ... Top netbook
vendors Asus and Acer, which together account for the majority of the netbook market, run Linux on .... Although Windows 7
runs on the netbook, there are still serious issues with attempting to use a netbook as a day-to-day laptop replacement. While the
keyboard has a good feel, the keys are closer together than any other computer keyboard I use, which leads to lots of typos as I
adapt.. How to painlessly replace your old Windows 7 laptop now that Microsoft is killing Win 7 support. Move on from
Windows 7 with one of these .... Windows XP is coming to the end of its life and Dave wants to know how to replace it with
Windows 7… though there may be better options.. Microsoft has said that any version of Windows 7 will run on a netbook. ...
Netbooks are the one segment of the PC market that's actually growing, ... best to kill off XP, it looks like the PC makers aren't
going to let Microsoft put ...
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